
 
 

 
 
 

JANNIKE - Raider 2018-2019 (Acoustic band) 
 
 
 
The rider refers to:  JANNIKE with band (1 + 3 people) 
Date:    Any 
Location:   Any 
Time:    (playing time according to separate agreement) 
  
 
The organiser has received a technical specification / channel list.  
The organiser should have a professional high quality PA system with all  
associated sound and light technology. 
The PA's capacity should be well adapted to the venue. 
  
A good lighting set up is also a requirement, but special brands are not a necessity. 
Local Technicians Required: 1 FOH technician with more experience than local concerts, 
1 monitoring technician and 1 lighting technician. All technology must be assembled before the Artist arrive for 
soundcheck. 
(Big venues: There should be stagehands (1-2 pcs) available to the Artist for assistance with the backline when 
installing soundcheck) 
  
-For soundcheck, The Artist should receive at least 60 minutes on stage in good time before public release. 
Then the audio system should be set and checked. 
  
-There should be enough Change Over time for the Artist (at least 15-20 min). 
  
-A larger dressing room should be for the Artist in connection with the stage (backstage).  
There should be comfortable chairs, table, full-body mirror 
The artists do not share Dressing rooms with other artists! 
  
-The Artist need 6 mid sized towels on stage in connection with the performance. 
-The Artist need 5 small bottles of non-carbonated water on stage in connection with the performance. 
 
 
Other: 
 
The organizer should serve coffee, tea, soft drinks, mineral water, water, sandwiches (even without meat products) 
and aim to provide warm, quality food during the engagement day. Versatile vegetarian food should also be 
available as an option (for 2 persons). 
 
Overnight stays according to separate agreement. 
  

 
In the Dressing room: 
  
- White wine of good quality (1 bottle) 
- Red wine of good quality (2 bottles) 
- 12 bottles of local cooled beer 
- Snacks - peanuts, chips, vegetables with dip sauce 
- 6  Water bottles - non-carbonated (in addition to those to the stage) 
- 8 Soft drinks, Coca Cola, Coca Cola Zero 
- 6  mid sized towels 
- Coffee, tea, milk (including vegan milk) 
 
 
 
Info: Niklas Rosström, phone +358 400 840 625, niklas@rosstrom.com 
 


